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MON'7V (;,;.;,)fORNIA lk>AJ..5QC2 
A8STRACT 
Highly variahle refractive conditions over the Persian Gulf and Gulf of Oman 
are studied dtlring the SHAREM 110. Data collected during SHAREN! 110. 
conducted in February 1995, included the haval Operational Regional Atmospheric 
Prediction System (:-.JORAPS), a large data base of upper air profiles, shipboard 
surface weather observations. and satellite imagery, Four different meteorological 
regimes oeellrred; pre-Sharnal or Kaus, Shamal, Northeast Monsoon, and a ShOll 
Sharnal event. In addition 10 disellssing the effects of synoptic meteorology 011 
refraction during these periods. topography is also found to be a major factor in 
influencing refractive variability. The land/sea breeze was also fowld to be very 
impoltant in modifying the low level refractive stlUeturc. especially in the Gulf of 
Oman 
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L lNTROf)UCTIO.~ 
Two major ro les oflhe U S Navy have always heen power projection and protection 
of the sea lanes of communi calion and commerce ! [owever, over the last several years, the 
way this mission has been met has drast:cally changed. Both the end oftbe Cold War along 
with the corresponding decrease in defense sper:ding have ended the Navy's concentration 
on what wa~ known as "blue wawr"or open ocean warfare. Deep water anti-submarine 
warfare (AS\V) and large fleet to fleet engagements are not now considered the Navy's 
pt'irnarythreat 
Today, the emphasis of the Navy's eA'orts has been directed to more !ocalized regions 
where the primary national interests of the United States can be threatened This new 
emphasi~ is stated quite clearly in Forward .. From the Sea, a policy document signed hy the 
Secretary of the Navy, the Chief of Naval Operations, and the Commandant of the Marine 
Corps (Dalton, 1994) It was intended to update and expand an earlier policy document, 
These new areas for Navy operations arc in what is generally described as littoral 
n;:gions. Litto ral regions are basically thought of as "m::ar land" regions and can be defined 
as comprising two segments of the battle space. The first is known as the st::award segmem 
It is the area rr01l1the open ocean to the shore which must he controlled to support operations 
ashore The second is the landward segment It is the area inland from shore that can be 
supported and defended direct ly from the sea (O'Keefe, 1')92) O'Keefe (\992) funher 
describes the littoral region as an an::a ot: 
sophisticated weaponry, there is a wide range ofpOlemial challenges 
Littoral regions hring with them unique operating environments especiaily as far as 
electromagnetic pmpagation is concerned . These include terrain effects (;ausing backscatter, 
land-sea breeze circulations which can produce surface based ducts, and distinct air mass 
differences as different synopti(; systems cross the land/water border. AJJ of these 
environmental factors can dramatically affect how well a particular sensor will be able to 
detect a target and the range at which it wi ll be seen 
Rt.>t:ently the Persian Gulf littoral region, in panicular, has proven itself to be of vii a I 
interest to the United States Now the U S Nary finds itself operating there continuously 
A~ described above. this is a region where the Navy operates surrounded by allies, neut ra ls, 
and potentiall y hosti le enemies It is cmcial that operational commanders have confidence in 
their ability to tdl the difference betwct.'l1 all of these possible contact, Since the atmosphere 
can have a major iniluence in determining radar detection ranges, it is vel)' important to 
undemand the changing meteorology ora region and how it afl~cts atmospher ic propagation 
rhis thesE; will look in panicular at the recent fleet exercise, called SHAREM 110 , 
t hat was conducted in the Persian Gulf in February 1995 A detailed discussion of the 
changing synoptic situation during tlus peliod will be presented The effect these changes had 
on the upper ai r profiles with respect to temperature, dew point , and the refractio n conditions 
will be di.,cussed 

II. ATMOSPHEfUC PROPAGATlON 
.\. GF.NF:RAL 
To datc\ the best methods of"ddecting obj~cts above the surface invo:ve the use of 
sensors that exploit some [Klrtion of the ciectrO:Y1Rgnelic (I:Mj spectrum. The EM spectrum 
comains s;Jch ;Jseful frc~;Jencies/wavclcngths as visil~:e light, x-ray~. and those makins up the 
radar band. Wilik all F./l.f !ieljLJencie~ are subject to some amount ofreti-action, this thesis 
is conc~med mainly v.ith those that make up the radar hands as $LJIllIllariLt:d in Table I below 
,---_______________c"~~r:=(IUe"C~ 
EHt Radar. space exploration 
SHF Radar. satellite communication 
um Radar, TV. navigation 
Radar, TV, FI\1 police, air traftic control 
Table I. Ue(;tromagnetic Spectnlm (after Craigie, 199.,) 
Predicting detectioll range~ for a particular sellsor system would be easy if the earth's 
aimospherc were horizontally hO::1ogeneoLJs and \\,t'll-mixed in the vertical. Instead the 
Rtmosphele is comprised of different air laycr~ with diffcrcnt temperature, and moisture 
characteristi(;:;. It is these dilTere;1ces that cause EM rays to bend or refract, As these air 
ma~ses IllOV~ horil.Ontaily, they bring with them their own unique refraction characteristics 
In littoral environment s, the prediction problem becomes more difficult due to rapid air mass 
changes due to land-sea interactions 
In free space, the rays traced by EM waves travel in straight lines and radars are 
basicaHy line of sight. This is not true for EM waves traveling in the atmosphere Even with 
the assumption of a "normal" atmosphere (i .e. homogenous in the horizontal and normal 
vertical decreases in pressure, temperature, and moisture with height), radars would have 
slightly extended over the horizon detection ranges. These extended ranges are due to the 
iact that the index of refraction (n) also generally decreases with heigh!. Elv\ waves "bend" 
toward highe r va lues ofn, so rays traveling through the ea rth' s atmosphere are bent toward 
the surface instead of traveling straight out into space thereby allowing over the horizon 
dell-ction. The temperature and moisture differences due to different air masses, both in the 
vertical and horizontal, mentioned above compound the problem by changing n with distance 
and altitude 
8. REFRACTION 
EM waves can be described by Snell's Law This law ma kes it possih le to predict the 
path a ray (EM. acoust ic, etc.) will follow as it propagates through a medium with varying 
indices of refraction. It ba~ically predicts the new direction a ray wil l take as it transi tions into 
a different layer in the medium if the direction orthe ray in the first layer is known 
The index of refract ion, n, is defined as the ratio orlhe velocity of a \vave in a 
medi um, v, 10 its velocity In a vacuum, C, or n=<.:/v For air, n is a function of barometric 
pressure, temperature, and water vapor pressure SneWs law can be used w show that the 
radius of the ray is determined by the gradient efn using the relationship 
(I) 
The index of refraction for the atmosphere generally has a value that lies between 
I 000250 and 1 000400 . Because the index of refraction of VJ-IF/1J1-{I'/rnicrowave 
frequencies in the atmosphere is very close to 1, it is convenient to define a new measure of 
rerraction based on the difference from I. which iscaJled lhc " refractivily ,orN,deflnedas 
N ~ (n - I) 1& (2) 
N may be dl:Jived fo r any altitude from atmospheric pressure, P, the temperature, T, and the 
panial pressure ofwa!er vapor, e, by 
N " (77.6P) ... (S .6e) ... (3 .73 · 10le) 
T T Tl (3) 
Both P and e must be in millibars (mb), and T must be in deg rees KelVin (K) 
There is a third and more useful way to describe atmospheril: refraction known as the 
modified refractivity index (M) This index can be cakulated from the following expression 
M = N • (4) 
where z is height above the ealth in kilometers (km). N is the retractivity at that height and 
R. is the radius of the earth in km When the vertical gradient of M is zero (or dN/dz = 
-157 /km) the ray radiwi equals the earth's radiw; The modified refractivity ind ex will 
increase with height in the standard atmosphere defmed earlier The importance of using ivf 
is that for a trapping layer (defined later) to occur, dMidz must be negative This makes it 
much easier 10 filld trapping layers and ducts when M is actually ploned against height 
There are basically four different regimes for refraction; normal, subrefraction, super-
refraction, and trapping_ Figure 2.1 gives a basic graphical description of them_ Since 
pressure always decreases with height, how a ray is refracted depends mainly with how 
temperature and moisture vary along the propagation path No rma l refraction uccurs when 
dN/dz goes from -79 \0 O/km and d~1Idz goes from 79 to 157/km_ Subrefraclion occur'i 
whcn temperature and moisture factors cumbine to cause N tu increase wilh height and 
dWdz> 157/km_ The effect on EM rays is to cause them to actually bend upward or bend 
downward less than normal. The effect on EM sensor systems is reduced detection ranges 
Supcrrefi-action occurs when temperature and moisture factors cause rays 10 bend downward 
more than normal. Thi3 re3uits in extended range dt':lection for radars For these first three 
conditiuns, any downward bending of EM rays is less or equal to the earth' s curvature 
Trapping occurs when there is a very sharp negative gradient in N (or dJ\1Jdz < 0 ) 
EM waves now bend downward with a curvature equal to or greater than the eanh 's 
curvature They wil l then either reflect off the eanh's surface orbe refracted back upward 
after entering a region of standard refraction The waves are effectively trapped in what 
amounts to a waveguide and extremely extended ranges are possible Table 2 below 
summarizes the various refractive conditions for vertical gradients ofN and M 
N-Gradient M-Gradient 

Subrefractive >O/km > IS7/km 

Norma l -79 to O/km 7010 I 57/km 

Super-refractive ·157 to-79/km o to 79/km 

Trapping <- IS7/km < O/km 

Tabl e 2 Condlhons of Refracttvlty (after Cralgle, (993) 
C. DEFINITION OF' DUCTING CONDITIONS 
Of the situations sununarized in Table I above, trapping conditions are the most useful 
operationally Over the past several years, much research has gone into detecting and 
predicting the presence of trapping layers and how they can affect radar propagation 
Trapping layers are fomled when temperature increases ami/or moisture decreases with height 
at a very rapid rate 
One way for such a condition to occur is under large scale subsidence which occurs 
after a cold frontal passage As air sinks it will warm due to compression Also, air aloft 
generally contains very little moisture Hence, as this air sinks, it warms and dew points 
remains low When this air caps cooler, moist air (such as the air over a body of water) a 
distinct boundary is fonned producing strong temperature (inversion) and moisture gradients 
.A11othel- way for a trapring layer to lOnn is for the generally drier and warmer air over it idnd 
mass to be advected out over a body of water. There may nut be much of a temperaturc 
lnvergion tormed but the drier air over the moist ocean air can produce a strong enough 
moisture gradient to produce a trarping layel 
The entire duct includes the trapping layer and extends downward untillhe same value 
tor 1\1 as that at the Lop orthe trapping layer is encountel-ed again If this happens before the 
eanh'ssurrace is reached, it is known as an elevated duct. [rthe duct reachcs the earth. then 
it is known as a sUlface based duel. Figurcs 2.2 and 2.1 illustrate this phenomcna 
Evaporation ducts are a special type of suliace based duct. They are caused by the 
sharp decrease in atmospheric moisture at the air-sea boundary. Reeause oftms, 'v1 decreases 
with height hut a rdalive JIlinimum quickly occurs (Figure 2 4). ugually under:1O m. with a 
worldwide itvcrage 01'13 m (Craigie, 1993) They can also be embedded in a thicker surface 
based ducL Evaporation ducts are very hard to measure so generally some sort of model 
based on sea surface temperature and relative humidity has to be eJllployed. Measurement 
of these parameters, however, are subject to ,hipboard intlu~nCl;;s and instrument error 
making itnalysis and prediction more difficult and possibly unreliable 
10 
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Figure 2.4 Evaporation Duct (f!"OUI Craigie. 1,-)93) 
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UI. Sll.".REM llU OVI':R\TE\\' 
~l:ct exerc ises are used to const:"uct an operat ional environment for developing and 
testing new tactics Unti l recently. the Ship ASW Readi ness and Effect iveness Measuring 
(SHAREM) Program series of exercises were exclusively the test [led for anti-submari ne 
warfare (AS\\i) tactics. However. SHAREM 110, conducted in the Commander, US Naval 
Central COlllmand's (COyl LSNAVCENT) area of responsibility from 5 to 17 February. 
1995 , wa~ one of recent expanded SHARE1Is including otber naval th reats The revised 
exercise structure has grown to include a IlIuiti -thn::at. multi-warfare scenario 
Integral to understanding this mu lti-threat, mult i-warfare environment is the 
deployment of an electromagnetic/electro-optic (EMfEO) support sy~tem capable of depict ing 
the physical atmosphere and ho ..... it will affe<:t sensor and weapo n systems. The primacy 
purpose of SHAREM 110 phase I was to demonstrate, in a tactically significant theater of 
operat ion" an end-lo-end meteorological and oceanographic (METOC) EM/EO support 
sys tem. This system wnsisted of t..... o components, the SPAWARSYSCO.\1 METOe 
Shipboard Forecast Tactical Atlllospheric Capability (STAFC) and Sensor Performance 
Predict io n Advanced JJevelopment Model (SPP-ADM) 
The support systelll process, uti lized during the exercise, was initiated hy hi gh 
resolution Fleet Numeric Meteorology and Oceanography Center (FN:\10C) models 
transmitted to Bahrain where they were to he interfaced with in situ measured environmcnta l 
inputs and transllutlcti 10 the El\1IEO test ship_ This data was combined on the ship with the 
15 
most recent mctcorological measurements and measured clutter data to fmal ly result in 
shipboard generated radar performance predictions. The EM'EO support system made use 
of state-of-the-art prediction models ,uch as the :'-laval Operational Regional Atmospheric 
Prediction System (i\ORAPS) and the Navy 's Radio Physics Optics (RPO) propagation 
model, extensive and exhaustive measurements using sophisticated measurement devices. and 
exchange of substantial amounts of data (both modeled and measured) to provide near real­
time predictions of combat systcm performance Figure 3, I depicts the overall data !low for 
the E~L'EO support system 
The surface ships which participated in SI-lAREM 110 were the USS Lake Erie 
(LKE), USS David R. Ray (ORR), USS Vandegrift (VAN) and the US'iS Silas Bent (BNT) 
The Officer in Tactical Command (OTC) was Commander, Destroyer Squadron Fifty 
(CO:"fDESRON 50) embarked on the USS David R. Ray. There were two operating areas 
during SHAREM 110. The tirst half of the exercise was conducted in the southern Persian 
Gulfand the second half was conducted just outside the Strait ofHormuz in the western Gu lf 
orOman, In order to meet thesis objective~, upper air profll e~ calculated from radiowndcs 
launched from all three of these platforms a~ well a~ dropsonde~ and rocketsondc~ launchcd 
from the Lake Erie will be studied, Approximately 140 profiles in all were collected 
The local terrain plays a major role in the weather of the Persian Gulfregion. figure 
3 2 depicts the general geography and topography of the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman, 
the area of interest for SIIAREM 110 The Persian Gulfextends 530 nautical miles from the 
Euphratcs River delta southeastward to the Strait ofHorrnuz, The width orthe Gulfaverages 
trom 130 nm to 150 nm from its northern end to Abu Dhabi East of Abu Dhabi, the Gulf 
16 
rapid ly narrows to 70 nm Feather cast, the Gulf narrows even further to become the Strait 
of i-iarmuz The strait averages SO nm :n width, however, it is only 30 nm across at its 
narrowest point. The Gu,fofOrnan extl;.':nds from the Strait ofHormuL: into the Arabian Sea 
where it ends at a li ne drawn from liwaru on the Iran-Pakistan border 10 the easternmost point 
of Oman (\Valtcrs and Sioberg, 1988) 
The topography surrounding thl.: Persian Gulfon its rtort hweSlern, southwestern, and 
southcaSlem sides is basically flat. The northwe~lcrn shore is dominated by salt marshes with 
desert lying beyond, The southwestern shore is basically {1at with ,and dunes inland South 
ofDhahran elevations rise slowly inland to about 1,700 feet The northeastern shore of the 
Persian GulfGul( howevcr. is dominated by numerous mountain ranges oriented parallel to 
thc Persian Gulf-Gulf of Oman. These mountain, arc called the Zagros Mountains with peaks 














Figure J.l Communications Connectivity During SHARF/vl 110 (Cook. 1995 ) 
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lV. PERSL·\I\ GULF PORTION OJ? SHAREM 110 
A. GENERAL 
['he first halfofSHARE\·f l 1G, from 6 to lJ FchflJary, was conductedjusl otfthe 
coast of Iran in the southeastern portion of the Persian Gu lf During this eight day period the 
participat ing s:1ips launched a combined total of 60 radiosondes and rocketsondcs These 
were 10 support various exercises designed to evaluate detection of low fly ing aircraft and 
~ubmarinc periscopes One oflhe des ired goals was [0 evaluate how knowledge of the 
refractive nature oflhe atmosphere could affect the detection of such targets 
The Persian Gulf experienced a Sharnal during this period The Shamal is a well 
known meteorol ogical phenomena for this area and has been described and documented hy 
Perrone (1979) It is important to understand how Shamals can affect atmospheric 
refractivity in th is region since they arc a frequent wint er I;.':vent 
While general rcfra~t i ve studies of the Persian Gulf have been c0l11pleted (Farrell 
1988), this is the only time, to the author's kl10wledge. that such a large number of frequent 
venical profiles have been obtained before and du ring a Shamal The synoptic progre~sion of 
the Shamal during SHAREM 110 is described using NORAPS model data archived by the 
Naval Research Laboratory, Monterey. It should bc noted he re that the meteorological chan~ 
with time of03Z and 15Z used in this ~tudy are actually the tau = 15 hr. run ufthe NORAPS 
model even though they are occasionally referred to and "analyses" This thes is wil l address 
the ab ility of ~'ORAPS to capture the significant meteorological events as reflected in the 
actual venical profil es col lected dunng SHAREl\l 1\0 
21 
B, WINTER SHAi\1AL DU'INED 
rhe wurd Shamal comes frOll1the Arabic language and means north It refer, to 
strong nonherly and northwesterly winds that t>Ccur in the Persian Glllfjust after a southward 
moving cold front passes through the area. During the winter, these Shamals are general ly 
respunsible for the vcry hazardous weather condi tions due to winds The stro ng northerly 
surface winds arc caused by an intense pressure gradient that develops behind the cold fro nt 
Th is gradient i~ funned by a strong high pressure area over western Saudi Arabia and Iraq 
rhe northwt:stt:rly surface winds are then reinforced hy upper level northwesterly winds 
behind the middle level trough present over the area_ (Walter~ and Sjoberg, 1988) 
There are hasically two types of Shamals that have been identified, a short 24 to 36 
hour Shamal and the longer lasting 3 to 5 day Shama!. During SI-IAREM 110, the Persian 
Gulf experienced a Shamal of the 3-5 day variety. This type of Shamal occurs only one to 
three times a winter and can produce the highest winds and seas found in the Gulf over the 
whole year. Sustained winds over the exposed Gulf have been known to reach 50 kts 
producing 12 to 15 fI , seas (Walters and Sjoberg, 1988) 
The 3-5 day Shamal arises due to the stagnation ofa 500 mh trough over the Strait 
ofHormuz. In addition, a surface low is often induced in the GulfofOman by this trough 
This coupled with high pressure to the north can lead to a 6 to R mb pressurt: gradient from 
Saudi Arabia to the GulfofOman The Zagros Mountains (Fig\Jre 32) also playa major ro le 
in that they induce a lee tmugh that lies right along the Iranian coas\. This t rough serves to 
delonn the surface pressure gradient to a northwest-southeast orientation Figure 4,1 shows 
a typical surface pres,ure pattern associated with the 3 to 5 day Shamal The Shamal ends 
22 
on<:t the upper level trough moves off east'''arJ allowing subsidence ove~ northern Saudi 
Arab ia to decrease and a ~elaxalion orlhe surface pressllfc gradient (Perrone, 1979) 
C. 	 PRF.-SHAl\1AL PERIOD 
Synoillic Weather 
Perrone (1979) states that the fi rst indication of the possibil: formation of Shamal 
conditions is the presence of a upper level trou.l;h with a corresponding su rface low moving 
over Syria from the eastern Mediterranean NORAPS ,urfacc and 500 mb analysis (Figures 
42 and 4.3) show this situation developing at 12Z 7 Feb . In addition, an area of high surface 
presslirc lies aiong the eastern shore oflhe Persian Gulf over westem and northern [ran. To 
the noah of this high lies another area of low pressure over the Caspian Sea, separate from 
the low to the west over Syria 
As the lo w over Syria moves cast, it merges with the low over northern Iran AJso, 
the high pressure over Iran becomes less intens!;.': . By 03Z 8 Feb. this transition eastward of 
the Syrian 10", led to a nearly "classical" synoptic situation ofsoutheasteriy winds over the 
Persian Gulf known as Kaus winds A s Perrone (1979) st ates 
considerable rain 
Mor!;.': detai led presentations of the sea level pressure pattern and general wind flow 
are shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. Figu r!;.': 4 4 presents the 03Z 8 Feb KORAl'S sea level 
OJ 
pres,ure chart It shows low pressure over the south Gentral A.fabian peninsula and high 
pressure dOIllinating <.:<.:ntral Iran. Figure 4,5 d<.:pi~ts the streamlillC5 present during this lime 
and shows Kaus winds covering the entire Persian Gilif 
The presen(;e of these winds is supported by weather obsel-vation data collected 
onboard each ship. The time series in Figure 4.6 covers the Persian Gulf portion of 
SHAREII.1110 It depicts changes over time ofrcmpcraUJre, dew point depression, presslln~ 
Vo1nd direction, and wind speed. Both NORAPS and ship data show easterly to southeasterly 
Vo1nds persisted over the southern Persian Gulffrom the start of the exer~ise until about OOZ 
9 Feb. Associated with these winds were warm temperatures between 70 and 76 degrees 
Fahrenheit and a slight general decrease in dew point depression and pressure 
2. Lipper Air and Refraction 
for the first half of the exercise. the ships generally operated in the area ju;;t west of 
the Strait of Hormuz shown in Figure 4 7. Vertical soundings reveal interesting and mlher 
significant rneteol"Oiogical events affecting atillospheric refraction occllrred dllrin.~ the pre:­
Shamal period. Lnder normal operating conditions, the sllbtle yct important changes in 
atmospheri(; rd'raui"ity to be deS<.:ribed would probably have been overlooked. It is only due 
to the lnrge number ofveninli soundings that. for the first time, refraction changes with the 
onstt of it Shnmal can be studied 
lhe very first balloon launch of the exercise wns from the l.~S::\"S Silas Rent at 12Z 
6 Feb and is silown in Figure 48, The lirst panel is a plot of temperature (Ta) in red and dew 
point tcmpcnurc (I'd) in blue in °C The center pnnel shows wind direuion and ,peed with 
height The longer flags on the direction vectors signify' 10 kts, and th\: shorter flags equal 
24 
5 kE. The map inset is of th~ south~rn P~rsian Gulfwith a .'~" markin.~ the position wh"re 
the radiosonde was la.lnched The ~hird paned shows ~erractivity (N) in bide and modified 
refractivity (\T):n green values with height and are unit less. Thi:; figure show., winds below 
1500 n:. are generally southerly. Winds at higher levels ven to the southwe.,t as would be 
e:-:pected .~iven the position of the upper level t rough shown earlier hom th" plot or 
'emperalUre and riew point, it can he .,ccn that the atillosphere is fairly wellmixeti in the lower 
It:vt:ls with some drying "taning at about 2200 meters This situation leari to an IvJ protile 
depicting near normal refractive condmons 
The wind profl.e from the next Silas Rent. ,;ounding, six hours later at IllZ. shows a 
subtle yet protound chan~e (Figure 49). The lower level winds in the proiile have backed 
and art: now out of the Ilorthea<.t \Vinct reports n-om the other ships also indicate this change 
in surface wind direction. Considering the time 12100 local time! at which these winds 
occurred, it is likely that these northeasterly winds were the rtSull of a land breeze circulation 
due to rapid cooling of the Iranian land mass to the north. As the land cooled ro a lowel 
t.emperature than tht wat~r in tht Ptrsian Guit: a low levd ;;irculation wuld have formed jllst 
like a sea bre:eze except reversed. figure 4.4 indicates that at this [in:e: surface: pressure 
gradient was weak ,0 ~yfl()rtic influences were n:inimal I'his allowed the land breeze signal 
to btcorne dominate in the local Mea 
Given the position of the ship, these lowel- level winds were olTshore winds Since 
offshore winds art: gtnt:rally dry, this lead to a strong moi.,ture gradient in the vel tical ii, can 
be seen in the temperaturt-dnv point plot ofrigure 4 9. These ligJu offshore winds wOlild 
also be subsiding dut to down ,;lope !low callsing a tempemlUre inversion '\s a result, a 
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surface based duct fanned as seen in the M unit profile also plotted in Figure 4.9. If exploited 
effectively by the operational commander, this duct would allow great ly increased detection 
ranges of just about every threat including suhmarine periscopes, low !lying aircraft, and 
small, fast moving surface craft 
The Lake Erie launched a sounding three hours later at 21Z (Figure 410) and the 
results show that a low leve l layer of fairly strong easterlies had developed by this ti me 
extending from the surface to about 1400 m. Figure 4.6 and this sounding both ,how that the 
surface winds have picked up speed again at this time. The easterlies seen in this sounding 
were probably the result of the low level winds interacting with the local topography and are 
seen in roughly half of the soundings launched from 21Z 6 Feh. to 21Z 8 Feb The other half 
of the soundings show the southerly to southeasterly lower level winds 
Whether or not a panicular sounding indicated low level easterlies or not was due to 
its position in the box shown in Figure 4.7 . NORAPS streamlines (Figure 45) during thi s 
time period illustrate the reason for varying wind direct ions. In this figure, the winds are out 
of the southeast fo r the most pan However, winds coming from the Gulfof Oman and the 
southeastern corner of the Saudi Arabian Pen insula are forced by the southern end of the 
Zagros Mountains (Figure 32) into a more easterly path. The result is the contluent 
asymptote (and, therefore, the fa irly strong low level winds) seen over the eastern ponion of 
the Persian Gulfin the ligure. Generally, the closer to shore and the funher cast a ship was 
when it launched its ba ll oon, the better chance the vertical wind profile would indicate low 
level easterlies Tltis would be panicularly true during Ihe night time land breeze hours The 
furlhel' west and Olf,hore a ship was would result in southerly 10 southeasterly winds 
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The sounding from the Lake Erie at 21Z 6 Feb (Figure 4 10) shows some drying with 
he:ght and a slight temperature inversion below 500 m. This did nol result in a trapping layer 
but produced a layer where dWdz was approximately zero The sounding from the Silas 
Bent (Figure 4. 11 ) at 03Z 7 Feb. shows a well-mixed marine layer stan ing to develop lopped 
by a decrease in moisture aIxi a temperature inversion wi th southeasterly winds Ihis resulted 
in a fai rly wt"ak trapping layer from aboul 250 m to 300 m 
At 06Z 7 Feb a second layer of drying began to make its appearance at around 1500 
III Both layers wen: wel l developed by ISZ 7 Feb. as shown by the sounding launched at 
this time by the Sila~ Bent (Figure 4. 12) There is a \",ell developed marine layer extendi ng 
irom the surface to around 300 m, The second layer of drying ,tans at around 1000 m and 
appears to be associated with the easterly winds shift ing and coming out of the south 
Southerly winds drying oul the sounding are not surpris ing as thei r source region wmlld have 
been over the dry Saudi Arabian peninsula, T he M profile of this figure indicates that the 
weak trapping layer seen in the last fi gure is still present However, because of the addi tional 
drying taking place at 1000 m_, a new trapping layer is lound also al 1000 m 
At l8Z 7 Feb bot h the Si las !:lent and the David R, Ray launched soundings fr om the 
positions shown in Figure '1 13 and some interesting comparisons can be made from them 
Figure 4 14 is the sounding from the David R. Ray and Figure 4 15 is the sounding from the 
Silas Bent, The David R Ray was further to the west at this time than the Silas Bent Figure 
4, 14 shows that the lower level winds were, for the most pan, from the south-southea,t whi le 
the lower level winds in Figure 4, 15 were from the east This is not unexpected as discussed 
previously above, This difference in low level wind directions arc the reason the low level M 
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profiles are different in the two soundings The drying starting right at the surtace in the 
David R Ray's sounding was due to dry air coming directly from the interior of Saudi Arabia 
intluencing the lower levels at th is position. On the other hand. the Silas Bent was in a 
position fun her east where air that started out in the Gulf of 0 man was also in fluencing the 
lower levels. This caused the Silas Bent to have a better mixed marine layer as moist air from 
the Gulf of 0 man moved over its position. Doth sounding indicate drying associated with 
southerly winds taking place at slightly higher lewis Once again this would be dry ail 
directly from the interior of Saudi Arabia and at least in the Silas Bent's sounding led to the 
fOlUlation of an elevated duct. The imp lication of this is that soundings launched in an area 
affected by the Zagros Mountains as discussed above will show stronger dueting conditions 
than a sounding launched limher to the west away from topographic effects 
By 06Z 8 Feb., the Silas Dent sounding only shows the previously described lower 
elevated duct and it has grown weaker and shallower In addition, the upper levels becamc 
moister since the 18Z 7 Feb. as southwesterly upper level wind advected moisture in advancc 
of the front This can be seen in satellite imagery shown later 
This lack of trapping layers caused by mesoscale or synoptic scale influences during 
this time period seem to be tied to the disappearance of the surt'ace layer easterly winds 
dominate in previous soundings and a general decrease in low level wind speed seen hoth in 
the soundings and Figure 4.6 In additiotl, all of these later soundings show a more mixed and 
moist boundary layer as the time of the Shamal onset approached (approximately OOZ on the 
9th) This is depicted very well by Figure 4.16. the last sounding before the appearance of 
the Shamal from the Silas Hent 
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It should be noted here that it number or the balloon soundings during The entire 
SHAREM 110 indi(;ate the presence ora vCl)' ~hallow surface based cuet with a top arOlmd 
20 to 30 meters (such as the one seen in Figure 4. 16) . At !ir~l g lance , t hese dUCIS would 
appear to be evaporat ion dllCIS. However, it j, al ,o possible that the duct depicted in these 
sOlmdings an: the resu lt o f shipboard intluences. This is not to , ay that an evaporation rhlc! 
is not present but rather that a balloon usually launched anywhne from 10 to 30 meters 
above the water from a ship whose deck can be warmer and drier than t he ambient 
temperature i, not an appropriate sensor to detect the presence of an evapora tion duct 
In gem:ral, resu lts in this section have shown tha t refractive co ndit ions varied great ly 
both in time and space during the pre- irontal period ofSHAREM l ID. Perhaps the mast 
imporlant lesson prescnted in this section is the fact that low kveillow in the Persian G ulC 
especially in the southeast portion. is subject to topographica l infl uences that can cause large 
differences in bo;h the elevation and strength ofa trapping layer It was also shown dur in g 
weak synoptic flow the land/sea breeze regimes develop and also significantly affen low level 
refract ion Finally, it was shown that as the front assoc ia ted with the Shamal winds 
approachcs, one can expect the atmosphere to become more and more mixed with a 
corresponding decrease in the occurrence of trapping layers and ducts 
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D. SUAMAL PERIOU 
Synoptic \Ve:lther 
The Shamal duting SHARE~f 110 lasted from approximately OOZ 9 Feb. to about 032 
14 reb The ships moved into the Gulf of Oman by the end of the Silamal. Hen~e, this 
section only covers the effects of the Shamal while the ~hips were ~till in the Persian Gulf (to 
approx 002 13 Feb.). Chapter V will continue this dis<.:ussion for the remaining period 
The synoptic situation continued to follow the "classic" desniption of a Shamal as 
described by Perrone (1979) This descrip tion indicates that by the onset ofShamal winds 
in the Persian Gulf, a new low pressure center will form on the front to the soutil of the 
original low that was moved ITom the eastern Mediterranean and that the upper lev el trough, 
shown previously in Figure 4.3, will progress eastward. In this case the new low develops 
over south-central Iran, as shown by the NORAPS 03Z 9 Feb. surfa<.:e pressun.l analysis 
presented in Figu re 4.17 This analysis also shows low pressure dominating the southern 
Saudi Arabian peninsula and high pressure in the Gulf of Oman and northern Saudi A.rabiall 
peninsula. Figure 4 III shows the surfa<.:e strcamlin~ for the same time and indicates the front 
extending from the low in south-central Iran southwest to the Strait of HormuL and 
continuing over the southern Saudi Arabian peninsula. Behind the front arc the north­
westerly Shamal winds. Upper air analysis at OOZ 9 Feb. (Figure 4.19) shows that the upper 
level trough has indeed progressed eastward from its posit ion shown in Figure 4 3 
The mature period of the Shamal also agrees with Perrone's (1979) description 
Although not shown, the new low was moved east into Pakistan and the front continued to 
push to the sou theast into the Arabian Sea High pressure continued 10 build down from the 
)0 
north in to Saudi Arabia ilS well as central Iran. The interaction of these lWO high pressure 
areas with the Zagros mountains induced a lee trough along the eastern Persian Gulf By OlZ 
II Feb, this trough was fully developed according to NORAPS surface analysis (Figllre 
4.20) It continued unchanged, for the IIlost pal1, until the end of the PcrsiaQ Gulf pOl1ion of 
SHAREM 110 
The appearance oflhe Shamal, as weillhe fro~ ta l passage, can be seen readi ly ;:1 the 
time series presented previously in Figure 4 .6. AJI four orlhe ships experienced decreasing 
(Kaus) winds OUI oflhe cast-southcastjusl bdore tilt: Shamal With the passage of the front . 
winds ~hi!led to tram the north and rapidly picked up speed Frontal passage occurred wi th 
the v.ind shift from the southwe.,t to the nonhwest took plan: at around OOZ 9 Feb Towards 
the end of the Persian Gulfponion ofSHAREM I tO, winds decreased considerably ir. speed 
(Figure 4 6) but still remained out of the nOl1hwest 
The time series also shows t hal l ~mp~ra l ur~s began to fall wit h the wind shift as co ld er 
air was advected into the area ofintcrest b~hind the front hy these northerly winds With the 
passage of the front, dew point depressio~ rose. This is nOlutlcxpected as generally there is 
rapid clearing and subsidence behind a cold front Figure 4.6 also indicates that surface 
pressures general ly began to rise right after the frontal passage . Tht rist in pr~ssure agrees 
with the NORAPS analysis of high pre.,sure moving into the area bthind the front during this 
2. Upper Air and Rl"fra;;tion 
Perrone (1979) states, "At the firs t penetration of cold air illlo the Gulf region, the 
lower levels of the troposphere experience strong but shallow northw~sterly flow, while at 
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middle and upper tropospheric levels, the flow remains southwesterly" This is illustrated by 
the OOZ () Feb. sounding (Figure 4 21) from the Silas Bent. These northwesterly winds 
ex tending from the surface to about 400 meters are the fir,t appearance of co lder air oCthe 
Shamal in the upper air sounding:~ 
Comparison of this sounding with the Sil as Rent 's previous sounding, Figure 4 16, 
shows the wind ,hift at lower levels typically associated with a frontal pas.'iage This sounding 
plus the wind direction data in the time series, Figure 4.6, indicate tha t frontal pa.,sage wa~ 
occurring this ti me, at least al the Silas Bent location The two soundings are similar in that 
the lower levels shown are well mixed and the M value profile shows normal refractive 
conditions. The 0257Z DMSP infra-red satellite image, Figure 4 .22, show the frontal band 
positioned directly over the operating area 
The next sounding, not shown, was three hours later from the David R Ray It 
showed the post frontal subsidence discussed above had begun and the low level 
northwesterly Shamal wind layer had deepened to about 1000 meters. This ~ubsidenee was 
much more prevalent by the 06Z 9 Feb. sounding from the Silas Bent (F igure 423) This 
sounding shows drying in the atmosphere taking place at ahout 1500 meters This drying was 
probably associated with circulation around the front itself. This subsidence lead to the low 
dew point temperat ures and the temperature inversion shown starting at about 1500 meters 
(Figure 4 .23) with a fairly well mixed boundal)' layer remaining below 1500 meters This, in 
turn, resulted in a thin trapping layer fonn ing at around 1500 meters 
By 09Z 9 Feb. the Lake Erie's sounding shows the top of the boundary layer down 
to around 600 meters (Figure 424) Conespondingly, the trapping layer top was also at 600 
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meters Comparing this M profile with (he previous M profi le in Figure 4 23, one can see (hat 
d,vl/dl: i, greater in the Ot;l sOllnding which in turn lead to a Stronger (rapping layer and 
thi<;ker elevated duct. The layer ofnorthwestcrly Shamai wind, had also become thicker by 
this time, extending up to 2000 1l1eters. Winds in this sound ing are also stronger at all levels 
than winds in thl; previous sounding. n~sc stronger winds were UUt to the pressure gladicnt 
over the operational area btcoming tighter due to high pressure moving into the area as 
discussed above 
Subsidence aloft is allalyzl:d in the sounding (figure 4 .25) launched from the Si las 
Bent at 12Z t; Feb. The temperature-dew ~'Oint plo! indicates a second " surge" of sub,idenee 
at around 3500 mders a;; evidenccd by the slight temperature inversion ami the rapid drying 
shown by these two variables Also, upper level winds were starting to have a more westerly 
component than the previolls soll ndings This is due to the upper level trough axi~ 
approaching the location of the ships. This second dry layer is the re~ult of>ynoptic scale 
subsidence produced by high pressure building into the area as discussed previously The 
lower boundary layer is still present with its associated trapping layer at around 700 meters 
and the Shamal winds still extend from the surface to 2000 meters with fairly strong wind 
speeds 
This upper level of subsidence wntinued to push down to lower levels over the next 
nine hours until il "'merged" with the lower level subsidence and produccd the Silas Bent ' s 
06Z 10 Feb sou nd ing shown in Figure 4 26_ The result of this "merging" was to form onc 
boundary layer with a top at about 1200 mcters and a much drier atm03phere above the 
boundary layer than seen in previous soundings The resulting trapping layer is higher and 
.13 
associated with negative vortic ity advection associated with thc upper level trough was 
present in the sounding twdve hours afkr frontal passagt: This synoptic scale subsidence 
continued 10 sink with tim!: resulting in an extremely dry layt:r above the aforementioned 
marine layer. This situation product:d an extremely strong trapping layer and a thick devated 
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Fig ure 4.8 12Z Radiosonde Launched from the Silas Bent on 06 Feb, 1995 See text for description of contents 
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Figure 4.13 David R Ray and Silas n~nt POSitIOns at 18Z on 07 Feb , [9'h 
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v. GE LF OF O:\'IAN PORTION OF SHARE]\lIIO 
A. GE~'ERAL 
[he second half of SHARE\l 110 occurred in the Gulf of Oman (GOO) from 
approximately 13 to 18 February 1995 The SHAR£~1 ships collect ively launched a tota l 
of 57 radiosondes and 12 rocketsondes during this period Twelve dropsandes wen: also 
deployed at from the Lake Erie's hel icopter for a combined total 01'81 upper air profiles 
The exerci~e was confined to the western end ofille GOO with all of the upper air 
recordings taking place west of 59.27E. The northern shore of the GOO rises quickly imo 
mountainous terrain known as the Central Makran Range The southern shore of the GOO 
is bordered by the Hajar Mountains (Figure 3.2) 
The GOO typically expericll<:cs a monsoonal type climate when not under t he 
influem;e oran extratropical cyclone Normally the Northeast .\1onsoon dominates the GOO 
in the winter The Middle East and Arabian Sea call experience outbreaks of cold air such 
as the Shamal discussed in the previous chapter. However, the Himalayan and Caucasus 
Mountains block many of these outbreaks causing the monsoonal flow to he less intense over 
th is region than over the South China Sea (Hubert, et ai, 1983) 
Perrone ( J979) depicts a typical surface analysis (Figure 5, 1) during the No rtheast 
Monsoon. Typically high pres~ure is centered over southern Asia with ridges over the Saudi 
Arabian Penil1su la and North Africa with inverted lee troughs located over the Persian Gulf 
and GOO, Winds in the southern Arabian Sea during the Nonheast ivlonsoon arc Illo~t l y out 
of the northeast and are genera lly less than 21 las They are usually light and var iable and 
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under the influence oflandJsea breeze effects in the nonhern Arabian Sea and GOO During 
the monsoon the gradient wind (which at thc surface is actually cross gradient due to friction) 
tends to enhance the land breeze. This means that off,bore winds arc usually present except 
during afternoon hours. Higher winds are typically found off the Iranian coast, especially 
during the morning hours In addition, winds in the Strait of Hormuz and the GOO are vel,:! 
much inilllcnccd hy the mountain ranges surrounding both of these bodies of water. Venturi 
effects and dOWn/upslope winds arc quitc wmmon during the nonheast monsoon (Walters 
and Sjoberg, 1988) 
B. 	 rRANSlTlON TO NORTHEAST I\'IONSOON 
Synoptic Weather 
The previously described Shamal persis ted as the ships moved into thc GOO for thc 
second half of SHAREM 11 0, However, at this time the Shamal was weakening with wind 
specds decrcasing to gcnerally around 10-IS kts, Figure 5 2 presents the :--;ORAPS surface 
analysis for 03Z 13 Feb. and it shows thatthc lec trough formed during the Shamal is still 
present over the eastern shore ofthc Pcrsian Gulf extending into the GOO 
The surfacc strcamlincs associatcd with Ihis surface pattern are depicted in Figure 
5,3 The Persian Gulfis sliU experiencing northwesterly Shamal winds. Winds over the Strait 
ofHormuz arc Ollt of the nonhcast as they arc funneled through the pass between the Zagros 
Mountains and the Central Makran Range (Figure 3.2). The wind flow then turns to the 
northwest as it encounters the the pressure gradient of the northwesterly Shamal winds and 
are drawn toward the lower pressure of the northern Arabian Sea after passing over the 
Omani peninsula Surface winds over !lowing from southern Iran and into the GOO are 
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northeasterly over land. Once over V,'lter, they quickly turn northwesterly and converge with 
the winds ~ot11.ing out of the Persii\n Gulf Otfshon, winds in the GOO are aidec by the tact 
that this is early momin!-\ so the land breeze eftect (di~<.:ussed below) is at its strollgest The 
HaJar Mountains enhance this convergence by channeling !he winds 
that causes the strei\mlines to bunch up and funn a <.:onflucnt asymptote The result is a cioud 
line known as a Convergence Cloud Line (Hubert, et ai, 1933), It can be seen in D.\lSP 
satellite imagery as a thin line of doud running from northwesl 10 southeast (Figure 54) 
The transition from Shamal to Northeast 1I.1onsoon is consistent with other studies 
Figure 5.5 is the 032 U reb. l\ORAPS 5500 m. stre~mline ~nalysis. At this time, the upper 
levei trough is moving eastward to be replaced by an upper level ridge with its corresponding 
northwo;;sterlv winds. True monsoonal flow had reestablished itself by OOZ 14 h:b The 
NORAPS surfao;;o;; analysis (Figure 5,6) ror this lime ,>how,> high pre,>sure dominating the 
region north and east of the Pet'sian Gulf and the GOO. A second but less intense area of 
high pre~sure was in pla<.:e over the Saudi Arabian Peninsula Thi, ligure agrees very well 
with tile t'ypical ~ynoptic picture presented in Figure '1.1 
\Vhen not under the influence of a ~trong extratropical cyclone. low level wind flow 
in the GOO is greatl" affected by the the land/sea brcezcs and up/downslope winds as well 
as the ~urrounding topography This is very obvious when sUltace streamlines from variou~ 
parts of the day are compared. During the day tile sea breeze eftect plays a lar~e role in 10",' 
level wind flow. The 15Z 13 feb, NORAPS surface streamline analysis (Figure 5 7) clearly 
shows what. eA'eet lhe heating of the northern and southern shores of the GOO has on low 
level wind flow 
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Ev~n though the Shamal is still present at this time, it has grown weak and 
synoptically the situation in the vicinity of thl;: GOO is much as it wou ld be during a monsoon 
The low level synoptic prl;:ssure gradient would be expected to lead to ofT shore winds from 
southern Iran and Oman, Instead, Figure ) ,7 shows that winds are actually onshore during 
tillS time due to daytime heating over land , The result is confluent asymptotes a li gned with 
the mountain ranges on hOth shores and a diffiuent asymptote generally in the middle of the 
GOO 
The land cools faster than the adjacent waters at night and the result is ofrshore flow 
known as a land breeze , The NORAPS surface streamline analysis for 03Z 14 Feb (Figure 
5,8) indicates the olt' shore \vinds from southern Iran are no longer immed iately drawn into 
the northern Arabian Sea, Instead the streamlines fo llow a more southerly route over the 
GOO They arc sti ll turned out of the northwest in the centra l GOO but this is solely because 
of their interaction with the Haja r Mountains and ofTshore winds Irom Oman Once they are 
OUI over the Arabian Sea they become northerly again Part of the velocity vector for the 
winds coming off both shores is due to a land breeze effect , AJso, both shores are 
mountainous and at night cold air formed on the higher slopes flows downward and wou ld 
augment any land breeze present 
In general, the diurnal effect of heating and cooling the surrounding land mass of the 
GOO is present most of the time to some magnitude, It takes a large dismption of the normal 
Northeast Mo nsoon pressure pattern for this signal not to occur. This d id occur during the 
height of the ShamaJ described previously The low leve l winds depicted in the streamline 
analysis by NORAPS during the strongest pan of the Shamal. of which Figure 5,9 is a good 
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example. show no discernible onshore flow that would be normilily expected in the GOO 
during this time afday inS[ead the synoptic pressure pattern and steering do to to pography 
seem 10 be the major intluences in wind d irection 
Shown in f igure 5 ]0 arc lime series of temperature, dew point depression, pressure, 
and wind direction and speed for each ship during the GOO portion of SHAREM 110 The 
figure shows wind direction at each sh ip valying great:y Thi, is not surprising as a ship ' s 
posit ion re lative to the conlluent and diffluent asymptotes ment ioned above would have and 
important effect on wind direction During the early hour~ ort he iJ Feb. the winds at each 
ship arc generally out of the north-northwest and are in agreement with the streamlines of 
Figure 5 J Later, during the afh:moon and early evening hours of 13 Feb, the surface wind 
observat io ns take on a more westerly component. This is generally in ag reement w ith the 
streamlines of Figure 5 7. [n all, the time series does show daily changes in wind direction 
during the entire period shown Since the ships did not remain stationary during :.he exercise 
and considering model errors, it would be very difficult to reconcile every windbarb shown 
with mode! streamlines Comparison of the shipboard observation data, however, docs seem 
to be in general ag l'eement with Ihe model in most cases 
The temperature time series (Figure 5. [0) indicates that with the end of the shama[, 
a wanning period occurred over the GOO Slarting in the morning hours of 13 Feb there do 
not appear to be any long term trends in the temperature plot SUI.:h as the trends that were 
seen in Figure 4 6 Temperatures apparently varied only due to diurnal effects The time 
series of dew point depression shows variations but that generally depressions were la rge 
Surface pressure shows a slight rise (other than diurnal effects) until approximately 001 15 
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Feh This was due to the Sham~1 ending a, high pressure ridged in and the Northeast 
M.onsoon set up as de>eribed above. Surface pressure then falls unti l the 17 Feb. and remains 
fairly con,tant lor the rest of the period This drop in pressure was due 10 a short lived 
Shamal event to he described later 
2. Upper Air and Refraction 
The tirSI sounding of the GOO portion ofSHAREM 110 was launched hy the Silas 
Bent ~t 03Z 13 Feb. The sounding (Figure 5 11) revealed northerly surface winds 'Juickly 
veering to the north at approximately 1400 m. Figure ),3 indicates that northerly winds at 
this location were due to channeling around the local topography as discussed above The 
v..i nds continued to veer becoming easterly at 1500 m, The easterlies extended up to around 
2500 m. where they continued to veer becoming nOl1hwesterly in agreement wi th the upper 
air flow described above 
The easterlies from 1500 to 2500 meter, were probably a direct result of the high 
pressure to the northeast of the Persian Gulfinteracting with the mountains orlhe southern 
shore of Iran and Pakistan. This in teraction resulted in a lee trough over the Persian Gulf and 
GOO and cast-west orientated isobars along the aforementioned mountain range Figure ),2 
show, thai the topography in this region is most ly between 1000 and 2000 meters. The lee 
trough probably disappears above these mountains and the resulting winds become more 
geostrophic as expected at the southern end ofa high pressure region In addition. it is also 
possible that these mountains help maintain a thermal diflerence between the cold dry air of 
the continent and the warmer moist air over the Arabian Sea. This thermal grad ie nt would 
add a easterly thermal wind vector that could help explain these easterlies 
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lhe temperature and dew point plot displayed in Figure S II ~hows a deep, ,,,,ell 
mixed houndar}, layer with it top itt around j ICC IT•. As mentioned in the previous chapter-, the 
layer of easterly winds appear to he hringing f;lir:y substantial moistur-e with them The result 
was a very weak trapping layer frOIll IIOC III lO 
rhree hours later, hoth the Lake Er-ie and the Silas Dent launcherl sOlilldings in the 
same general position. The cayer of easlerlie~ was slill present but :t wa~ thicker, stalting at 
around loDe T!l These low level easlerlies appear to have slightly drier ail as>ociated with 
them. This cau:;ed a leO m thick trapping layer centered near 750 m as shown hy the Sila:; 
Bent's 062 sounding (Figure 5_2) 
['he ,oundings ,tan to show a sea breeze dTed in their lo\ve~ level wind:; by 12Z lJ 
Feb An indication of how Car south the layer of easterlies e."lend~ i~ given by soundings 
launched from the Sila, Rent and I.ake Erie l'igure 5. Ll shows .vherl' the 127 1.1 Feb 
soundings were lallJx:hed while Figures 514 and 5.15 are lhe plots orthe soundings trom the 
Lake bie and Silas Del1l respectively The low level winds for the I.ake Erie ale out of the 
northwest which, given the ship's iocation, gives onshore winds into Oman. fn arldition, Ih~ 
layer ol'easterlies has disappeared The houndary layer top is down to around 700 m (;ausing 
a trapping layer at the same height. The Silas Bell t, around 40 nm to the north, stiil shows 
a layer of easterlies_ Thi-'; soundings low li.;vci winus arc gcm:rally out of the weSl due to an 
oTlshOJe component given to the surface \vind by the sea breeze effect much like that shown 
in l'igure 5.7. This sounding also indicates a weak trapping layer at around 800 m 
Ihe trapping layer in these SOllnding~ appears 10 have ;eached itS maximum strength 
at 15Z U Feb. The Silas Rent's sounding al this time (Figure 5.16) ,hows that the low level 
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winds have a substantial onshore component (Figure 5.7) presumably due to the sea breeze 
being at its maximum, The top of the boundar), is fairly well defined with some capping 
subsidence. This subsidence was probably enhanced by the sea breeze return allowing the 
strong trapping layer seen in the M unit profile, As the evening progressed the sea breeze 
effect decreased and by 2lZ the duct had disappeared resulting in normal refractive 
conditions 
The sounding launched from the David R, Ray at OJZ 14 Feb, (Figure 5 17) showed 
that the l\:Orlheast Monsoon had fma lly set in (see hgure 5,8), Winds at the Si las Bent's 
position were OUI of the nol1heast from the surface to 2400 m. These direct offshore winds 
whose source region was well inland resulted in a very dry atmosphere immediately above the 
surface and were reflected in the temperature-dew point plot of the sounding. As a result, 
there is no trace of a trapping layer anywhere in this sounding hut there more than likely 
would have been an evaporation duct present 
These conditions continued well into the daylight hours, until around 12L At this 
time the sounding Ii-om the Silas Bent hegan to show a sea breeze effect in its low level winds 
By 152 the sea breeze was in progress as shown by the Silas Bent's sounding at this time 
(Figure 5 18), Once again. the sea breeze return caused in low level subsidencl: over Ihl: 
GOO resulting in a fairly well defmed boundary layer top and corresponding trapping layer 
at around 600 III This trapping layer persisted into the night as the northeasterly winds 
reasserted themselves. As the boundary layer cap was forced down. the trapping layer got 
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lower and lower, eventually resulting in the SUI faced based dUCI Sten in lhe 2iZ 14 Fcb 
sounding from lhe Silas Bent (figure 5 19) By eel i s Fe b the trapping layer much weaker 
as the offshore winds continued to dry OUI the boundary layer 
In general, the land/sea breeze appears to playa major role in the formation of 
trapping layers in the Gulf of Oman In this section the moveme11l of dry air from both 
southern Iran and Oman was shown to be ofishorc at night due to a land breeze effect This 
tends to dry out the lower layers and destroys any trapping layer that may have been present 
due 10 a marine layer. During the day, on the olher hand, it appears the sea breeze causes the 
formation ofa marine layer allowing a trapping layer 10 reform 
C. SHORT SHAMAL EVENT 
Synoptic Weather 
Surface winds in the GOO became more eastedy by 032 15 Feb as shown in the 
streamline analysis for Ihis time in figure 5 20 . This was caused by a low pressure system 
with an associated upper level short wave trough moving into southern Iraq and Kuwait from 
the eastern Mediterranean. This evolution is apparent in the 002 15 Feb NORAPS surface 
and 500 mb analysis (Figures 5.21 and 5 22). Surface winds in the GOO v.ere still offshore 
as expected with t he high pres.'>Ure still dominating northeast Iran, Afghanistan. and southern 
Russia. However, instead of flowing generally southward and then being channeled out of 
the nonhwest by the Hajar Mountains. surface winds turned easterly in lhe GOO and were 
drawn over the Omani Peninsula and into the Persian Gulf(Figure 5.20) 
This ~ynoptic situation caused the southeasterly winds in the Persian Gulf known as 
Kalls winds which generally precede a Shamal. This particular Shama l, however, was not as 
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strong as the one discussed previously. Instead, this system followed a recognized variation 
in the typical synoptic sequence ola Shamal. Perrone (1979) states, 
rhis low pressure passed just to the north orthe Pel"sian Gulfweakening as it did so 
Figure 5.23 presents the OS46 15 Feh l)'vlSP infrared image for the Persian Gulfrq.)ion It 
ciearly shows the low and associated cold front However, unlike the previous system, it is 
clt':ar that thl: fi-ont<tl band was fairly narrow and apparently dissipating at thi~ point, By 12Z 
16 Feh the surface low has almost: disappeared and the upper level How is zonal (Figures 'i 24 
and 5.25) Figure 5.25 shows that the strongest: part of the upper level short ,",'ave trough was 
well into southern Russia This would seem to indicate that the surface low I'.,eakened 
because it lost its upper lc~cI support. Even thoug.h the surface low did 1iI1, it did manage to 
establish the mountain lee trough along. the eastern shore of the Persian Gulf and into the 
GOO (figure 524) 
The lee trough produced during this short lived Shamal event was not as strong at 
maximum intensity as the trough of the previous chapter. However, higher pressure ridging 
extending from the northwest along the eastern half of the Saudi Arabian peninsula caused 
the lee trough to be shified slightly eastward with a corresponding increa~e in the pressure 
gradient as shown in the NORAPS surface pressure analy<;is for 15Z 16 Feh. (Figure 526) 
This resulted in the jump in wind speed seen in the time series of Figure 5.10 at tllis time 
Figure 5.26 shows th.is tigh.ter gradient located over 50uthwestern Iran along the eastern eoast 
of the Pers ian Gulf This indicates tilat the model may have been slow til predicting the 
stn:ngth of the hig h pressu re system as it moved down the eas t coast of the Saud i Arabian 
Peninsula. Evcn with a tighter pressure gradient, the sea breeze signal existed as shown in the 
15Z 16 Feb surface streamline analys is shown in Figure 5,27, While the surface wind flow 
in the GOO (and the Persian Gulf for that mann) i~ generally out of the northwest, then:: is 
a distinct onshore component to the wind The surface pressure pattern in Figu re 5 ,1 6 
persisted for the pretty much the rcst of Iht: exercise resulting in surface flow as shown in 
Figure 5,27 during the day_ Alnigllt the land breeze effect would resume resulting in general 
ilow as shov,m below in Figure 5 28 However, at the very end of the exercise, high pressure 
to the northeast of the Persian Gulfhegan to reassert itself by ridging down into southeast 
Iran and western Pakistan as th e Northeast Monsuon began to reform 
2. Upper Air and Refraction 
The effect the new low pressure system positioned JUst north of the Persian Gulfhad 
on low level winds can be seen in the 03Z 15 feb launched from the Silas Belli (F igure 5.29) 
me lower level winds were still offshore as would be expected at this time hut they show a 
distinct easterly influence, There is "till a hint ora trapping layer at around 400 01 , but Ihe 
offshore winds have continued to dry out the bO\Jndary layer making the trapping layer 
weakel 
A signi ficant change took place in the wind profiles starting at 09Z 15 reb i\ layer 
of li ght and variahle northerly winds developed in the soundi ngs starting at about GOO ill 
extending up 10 about 1500 m. These northerly winds are more direct ly from of[~hore and 
therefore brought with them a dry tongue of air This caused the development of an initialfy 
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weak trapping layer at around 500 meters By lsl 15 Feb the ships were mostly reporting 
light and variable winds in the GOO. Figure 530 is the sounding launched from the Lake Erie 
at this time. A layer ofnortherhe~ still presem but now extending from around 250 m up to 
around 600 m The westerly winds below 250 m. are probably due to the sea breeze effect 
A shallow boundary layer fanned topped by dry air and a slight inversion This led to a fairly 
~trong trapping layer and produced a duct that almost reached the surface 
As already mentioned , this Shamal ewnt wa~ not as strong as the sy~tem discussed 
previously . The pressure gradient over the GOO became very weak during the switch over 
from southeasterly Kaus winds to northwesterly Shamal winds. This allowed a northwesterly 
confluent asymptote due mainly to a land breeze and down slope winds 10 form during the 
nighttime hours of 15 Feb. into the morning hours of 16 feb. The Lake Eric's sounding form 
this time is shown in figure 5.3 1. It shows that a fai rl y well mixed boundary layer topped by 
a slight subsidence inversion still exists resulting in a fairly strong trapping lay er. The 
subsidence inversion at around 3700 meters indicates that the upper level ridge and its 
associated ne gative vorticity advection is reasserting itself at this time also This upper 
inversion was strong enough to cause a trapping layer 
The Shamal winds do oot begin to appear until around 12l 16 Feb Ihis is reflected 
as an increase in v.ind spettl in Figure 5. 10 at this time By 15l th e sounding from the Lake 
Erie clearly shows the lo w level winds increase in speed in response to high pressure 
intensit)ring over the eastern Saudi Arabian discussed earlier (Figure 532) The boundar)' 
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layer is more shallow than in the previous sounding so the trapping layer is iower (top at 300 
m) rC5Uiting in a sudaee based duct which remained present at icast unti l 182 a(;cording to 
another sounding trom the Lake Erie at that time 
The 21Z 16 Feb sounding from the Silas Bent shows that by this time the boundary 
lay er had deepened tJa(;k up to around 600 rn. and that the atmosphere jU;;1 above Ihe 
bounJalY layer had become more moist and well mixed. This cau,ed the trapping layer to 
become IUgher and weaker resulting in an elevated duct centert:d around 500 m (Figure 5 33) 
This tendency for the boundary layer 10 be less well defined continued until 09Z 17 Feb . when 
it had all but disappeared (Figure 5 34) resulting in normal rdractive conditions 
rhe bounda ry layer reappeared just three hours late r as shown by Ihe 12Z 17 Feb 
sounding from the David R Ray (Figure 535) At this time the low level winds in the 
boundary Jayer had a stronger weste rly component than previous soundings Starting at 
around 500 m, they began to veer mor-e out orlhe north up to around 1500 m, Above 1500 
m, the winds were again out of the northwc~t, The formation of a boundary layer was 
probably due to a combination of dry air brought onshore by the layer of northerly winds and 
a subsidence due to the sea breeze return Also, the upper level subsidence had also pushed 
dOV,11 far cnough to cause an additional trapping layer at 1300 m, By 18Z the boundary layer 
had sha llowed to around 200 m. causing a strong trapping layer and surface based duct 
Into the night , winds below 2500 III weakened as the lec trough began to break down 
and the high prcssure inten~i !1ed over Iran, Afghanistan, and southern Russia as discussed 
above, Tltis caused the houndary layer to deepen with the associa ted trapping layer becoming 
lugher and weaker Thc boundary layer and associated trapping layer remained in all of the 
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soundings until after 12l 18 Feb By the end of the exercise, the Nonheast Monsoon had 
completely reestablished itselfas the dominate regime This is indicated in lhe lo w level winds 
of the last sounding of the exercise at 18l 18 Feb, (Figure 5 36). At this time the David R 
Ray was just inside the Strait ofHomluz The low leve l winds shown in the sounding are out 
of the northeasl This direction is consistent with a land brcezc and topographic channeling 
that would be expected during the Non heasl Monsoon in thi s area 
In generaL a shon Shamal. such as the one just described seems 10 favor the formatio n 
ofa marine layer and associated trapping layer in the Gulf of Oman. This is prohab ly due \0 
the fact that during the Shamal, the source region for much of the low level ai r is the Persian 
Gulf where it gathers increasing amounts of moisture. This keeps the marine layer from 
drying out even at night when dry land breeze air from southern [ran is moving out over tile 
GOD. It is no t until the very end of the exercise that the Northeast ~'Ionsoon appears to be 
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Figure 5.11 032 Radiosonde Launched irom the Silas Bent on 13 Feb.. 1995 
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Figure 5.29 03Z Radiosonde Launched from the Silas Benl on 15 Feb., 1995 
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}iigure 5.30 ISZ Radiosonde Launched from the Lake Eric on 15 Feb, 1995 
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Figure 5.32 15Z Radiosonde Launched from the Lake Erie on 16 Feb ., 1995 
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Figure 5.33 21Z Radiosonde Launched from the Silas Bent on 16 Feb., 1995 
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VI. CONCLl)SIOr'lOS AND RECOMMENOATIONS 
This thesis invcstigatt-d the rcason~ for the variabi lity of atmospheric rcfr<lctiOIl in the 
Persian Gu lf and GulfofOman seen during SHAR£M 110_ It was shown that operationally 
significant changes to vertical protllcs of M ~an occur in small periods of time and over 
relatively short distances. Topography and its effects OIl the direction ar low level wind flow 
can playa large role in variations of profile proptrtics_ Land/sea breeze effects were capabic 
of modifying low level wind flow which, in turn, cou ld great ly affect how a venical proiile 
of M would appear, especially in the Gu lf of Oman. S)kciflcaiJy, four diA'crcnt weather 
regimes and their intlucnt:e on atmospheric rcfra<:(ivity were discussed inlh is thesis The first 
twO were in the Persian Gulf and the other two were in the Gulf of Oman 
The first regime described was the Ka us wind period in the Persian Gulf which 
typically precedes the onset of a Shama!. Examples presented showed how these 
southeasterly winds are channeled by the local topography, especially in the southeastern 
portion orlhe Pers ian Gulf where SHAREM 110 was conductcd, The in ~itu sounding data 
and NORAPS triode! data sho,",'ed how large differences in atlIlospheric moistu re 
characteristics could exist over a rcl itively short horizontal distance resulting in large 
difterences in the ,t rength and altitude of trapping layers The atmosphere hecame more and 
more mixed and elevated moisture gradients disappeared with the approach of a frontal 
The second regime that occurt"ci during the Persian Gulfportion ofSHA_REi\l 110 was 
the Shama! These st rong northwesterly winds dominated the region for almost five days 
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The changes in atmospheric refractivity during this time period seemed to he the most 
'predictable" than during any other period. Changes in ~'f were primarily due to synoptic 
scale forcing (ie large scale subsidence associated with negative vortic ity advection aloft and 
development of a surface mixed layer) and was exhibited in al l of the soundings 
The situation was somewhat different for the third regime. the transi tio n to the 
Northeast Monsoon, which occurred in the Gulf of Oman ny this time. the Shamal had 
weakened significantly, The effects ofthe land/sea breeze became more noticeabl e in the low 
level flow and the soundings. At night very dry air from both coasts of the Gulf of Oman 
moved out over the water under the influence ofa land breeze These off shore winds were 
drier and stronger than when the Northeast Monsoon was fully developed. This led to 
decreasing moisture in the lower levels causing the elevated trapping layer to disappear. The 
sea breeze contributed to the refo rmat ion of a mixed boundary layer during the day allowing 
trapp ing layer~ to once again form 
The tounh regime was a short Shamal event and also occurred in the GulfofOman 
Ihis regime appeared to support the production of a marine layer and associated trapping 
layer. This was probably due to the moist ai r from the Persian Gulf which tlowed into the 
GulfofOman during this period had a long fdch over water This tended to permit the well 
mixed boundary layer to remain even at night when dry land breeze air from bo th shores 
would mix with this moister ai r. 
The consequences of varying refractive conditions such as those described in this 
study arc critical to coastal operations. Many of the changes in refractivity described from 
the SHAREM 11 0 data set took place over much shorter time periods than twelve hours 
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They would have blXn missed by naval units launchjll~ soundings ill the normal synoptic times 
ofOOZ and IlZ each day It was only because such a large effort was expended 10 launch 
soundings at much smaller intervals that it was possihle to observe the changes in refraction 
documented in th is thesis 
Knowledge of such a quickly changing refractive cnvironml;:n[ is very useful to ar. 
operational commander. Questions such as hattie group vulnerab il ity and at what level a 
mike mission should be fiown could he answered contidemty The key to this capability lies 
in developing an E\ ·lIEO support system that is capable of quickly and accurately displaying 
real-time and predicted environmental information Hence, this is the very reason for the 
existence of the SHAREM series of exercises 
In addition to the large amount ofenviroT1Jl1ental data colle(;ted during SHAREM ! 10 
a large number of actual detection ranges for various t arget~ with various radars was a lso 
recorded . Future studies should include comparing the upper air profiles collected during this 
e :>:ercise w ith predicted NORAPS profiles. Hoth of these types of profiles could then be 
placed into the Navy's RPO program and the resulting predicted detection ranges (;ould he 
compared "'1th tne actual ranges This would give some ins ight on the seecess of the Et-,.-VEO 
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